
We are the link between our private or 
academic clients and the pool of scientific
experts, bearing their specialized skills.
Our winning strategy for both parties 
combines four fields of activity which 
revolve around our areas of expertise. 
We can provide a solution for your needs 
by either a recruitment policy focusing on
high-level profiles, training courses to
satisfy your needs, managing and organizing
events you wish to host, or by our provision 
of services. As the scientific market grows
increasingly more dynamic and competitive, 
and the brain drain jeopardizes local
scientific excellence, we strive to provide 
a sustainable and perennial work environment 

for our experts. This mindset has brought 
us to foster a rich and diverse 
collection of candidates who possess  
rare and specific skills and who will 
become exceptionally talented crew members 
in your company. When trusting us with 
the mission of fulfilling your needs  
in science, whether it be in aeronautics, 
ecology, civil engineering, computer science, 
metallurgy, or cancerology, Science me Up 
can guarantee the placement of experts
who will fast-track your projects and help 
them take off beyond your expectations. 
Thusly, our specialists will boost your 
innovation and competitive strategies. 
Since Science me Up was created by two

scientific PhDs, it is a clear example 
of the added value and considerable 
potential that scientists have for 
achieving their goals. Their experience 
has led them to understand the obstacles 
which segregate academia and the private 
sector, and they overthrow established 
codes by bringing both worlds together. 
The two Science me Up innovation pioneers 
are reshaping the fundamental dynamics 
between the two environments, thereby 
rekindling the great value of academic
research and transforming private industry.
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At lightning speed, we can train scientists to prepare them to launch 
themselves on a career path in the industry, and provide courses 
for professionals to present how valuable scientific PhDs are for
the industry. These courses cover every step candidates need to take: 
how to showcase their skills, plan applications and write résumés,
and we even help them prepare for interviews. As a recruiter, you will
discover the value and many assets of PhDs, and how their profiles 
are ideally suited for research in the industry. 
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Do you need help to draw up a special mission, an ambitious project,
or a map of the stars? We can provide the adaptability, expertise,
and safety plans you need to bring about the best conditions
for success. Our management strategy and organization will enable
you to effortlessly achieve any goal. On demand, we will select
and send one or several experts to your company, each of whom 
is entrusted with your mission, equipped with seriousness 
and outstanding professionalism.

Science me Up will enable you to transform your company into a solar 
system, where all your greatest assets will revolve around your 
innovation projects. With our help, you can reach out and explore the 
expanse of our network of scientific expertise and browse the skills
our PhDs and scientists possess. With this unique offer, we can provide
an up-and-running solution for private research companies to boost 
their innovation strategy, flexibility, and R&D centers. With our help, 
you can build a reliable and efficient team!
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the individual professional networks in which our clients evolve 
and encourage shared opportunities, collaborations, and innovation  
or competitiveness strategies. With our experience in event  
planning, acquired in a wide range of topics, we are an essential  
asset for the logistic organization of such events. Just as launching  
a rocket requires perfect planning, the preparation, scheduling,  
and coordination of events or meetings need elaborate and detailed  
management. With our assistance, you have a key to success.

 @Science_me_Up 
 Science me Up 
 Science me Up

contact@sciencemeup.com 
www.sciencemeup.com
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Our views and objectives all align with a desire 
to serve you in boosting your activity, bringing 
all the key players together, combining skills, 
and spreading development areas. We will  
help you identify the best means to encourage 
innovation in your company. Feel free to contact 
us for any information or need, so we can offer
you a tailored solution. Let us board this 
spaceship and embark on a great adventure!

AREAS OF ACTIVITY

Science me Up is dedicated to accelerating  
and facilitating the development of knowledge  
by using science as a key player for addressing 
present and future socio-economic challenges, 
all while focusing on strong human values.


